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Symantec VIP and FIPS 140-2

The Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) define U.S. and Canadian Government security and interoperability
requirements for computer systems. The FIPS 140-2 standard specifies the security requirements for cryptographic
modules. It describes the approved security functions for symmetric and asymmetric key encryption, message
authentication, and hashing.

For more information about the FIPS 140-2 standard and its validation program, see the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) and the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC) Cryptographic Module
Validation Program website at http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp.

What does “FIPS 140-2 compliant” mean for Symantec VIP?
Symantec VIP is a cloud based two-factor authentication service. It has multiple facets, which perform a wide range of
functions. Only modules that perform cryptographic functions have any relation to FIPS 140-2. Cryptographic modules can
be standards-based modules or proprietary modules so long as they achieve FIPS 140-2 validation. Below is a list of the
modules which are used in Symantec VIP, and which incorporate cryptographic functions:

• Symantec VIP uses FIPS 140-2-validated cryptographic modules and algorithms in all instances where sensitive data
is encrypted or hashed.

• Symantec VIP manages cryptographic keys and message authentication in a secure manner, as required by FIPS
140-2-validated cryptographic modules.

How Symantec VIP is FIPS 140-2 compliant
Symantec VIP uses two FIPS 140-2-validated cryptographic modules to provide the required cryptographic functionality:

• The Bouncy Castle FIPS Java API module handles hashing functions and the encryption and decryption of sensitive
information used in Symantec VIP. NIST has validated the Bouncy Castle FIPS Java API to FIPS 140-2 Level 1.
The certificate number for the cryptographic module is 3514 on the list of validated FIPS 140-2 modules that NIST
publishes. https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-module-validation-program/certificate/3514

• The Google Cloud Hardware Security Module (HSM) handles random number generation. NIST has validated the
Google Cloud HSM to FIPS 140-2 Level 3. The certificate number for the cryptographic module is 3718 on the list of
validated FIPS 140-2 modules that NIST publishes. https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-module-validation-
program/certificate/3718

A note about the cryptographic boundary
The cryptographic boundary of the Bouncy Castle FIPS Java API and the Google Cloud HSM are each described in the
module's Security Policy documents. These documents are available from the NIST website at:

• https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-module-validation-program/certificate/3514
• https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-module-validation-program/certificate/3718

The following components and features of Symantec VIP use the cryptographic modules:

• Credential seed generation
• Credential validation

About OTP Tokens and FIPS validation
Symantec VIP uses several form factors of both physical OTP tokens as well as software OTP tokens. These devices are
used in NIST 800-63-1 Level of Assurance 2 scenarios, specified as a “Single Factor One-Time Password Device”. As
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such, the NIST 800-63-1 specification for these devices (page 51) does not mandate the token use FIPS 140-2 validated
cryptographic modules. Specifically, the following link indicates: http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-63-1/
SP-800-63-1.pdf

“[Token] Shall use approved block cipher or hash function to combine a symmetric key stored on device with a nonce to
generate a one-time password.”

Symantec VIP hardware and software tokens use the OATH TOTP standard (https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/
rfc6238), which is based on HMAC-SHA-1. As specified in FIPS 180-4 (http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips180-4/
fips-180-4.pdf), SHA-1 meets this requirement.
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Copyright statement

Broadcom, the pulse logo, Connecting everything, and Symantec are among the trademarks of Broadcom.

Copyright ©2021 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved.

The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. For more information, please visit
www.broadcom.com.

Broadcom reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products or data herein to improve reliability,
function, or design. Information furnished by Broadcom is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, Broadcom does
not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of this information, nor the application or use of any product or
circuit described herein, neither does it convey any license under its patent rights nor the rights of others.
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